ROYAL
BOOT

INSTRUCTIONS
FOR USE

1: Place foot into walker boot. Wrap liner

around foot and leg. Optional: Foam pads may
be placed inside liner or betweenliner and shell
for a better ﬁt or greater comfort.

3: Place front shell over liner and make sure

2: If using optional toe

cover, adjust its positioning
if necessary for a proper ﬁt.

4: Thread the straps

that the air bubble is aligned with the opening.

5: Fasten foot, ankle and calf straps.

Part Number: RB001T
Suggested HCPC: L4360 / L4361

through the ring and fasten
the straps.

6: The Royal Boot Air

Tighten straps until snug and comfortable.

can now be used.

Clockwise
Close to inﬂate

Counter-clockwise
Open to deﬂate

Use and Care: Hand wash with a mild detergent

in luke warm water. Be sure in rinse well since soap
residue may cause skin irritation. Air dry.

To Control the Air Pressure:

For additional comfort and a better ﬁt, inﬂate the air liner. For inﬂation, close the round vavle by
turning it clockwise and add air by pressing the air bulb until the desired ﬁt is achieved. For deﬂation,
open the round valve by turning it counter-clockwise and wait 15 seconds until air is released.
Product Name
Royal Boot Air Extra Small
Royal Boot Air Small

Men’s Shoe Size

Women’s Shoe Size

Part Number

Up to 5.5

Up to 4

RB001XS

6 -8

4-7

RB001S

Royal Boot Air Medium

8 - 11

7 - 10

RB001M

Royal Boot Air Large

11 - 13

10 - 12

RB001L

Royal Boot Air XLarge

13 +

12 +

RB001XL

Warning: This device is intended for use only

under the advice of a medical professinal. If you
experience any pain, swelling, sensation changes,
or any unusual while using this product, consult
your medical professonal immediately.
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